In the molecular orbital theory of valency the electrons are assigned to the whole molecule rather than to atoms or to other localized parts. While the method has advantages in dealing with the properties of a molecule as a whole, such as its energy states, the extension of each orbital over the molecular framework is a disadvantage when dealing with localized pro perties such as directed bonds. This paper deals ip a general way with the equations which molecular orbitals must satisfy, allowing for the exchange of electrons between orbitals. It is then shown that when molecules have properties of symmetry the equations can be trans formed so as to be satisfied by orbitals which have the property of equivalence. These can be regarded under certain conditions as directed orbitals and the conditions for these are discussed. To illustrate the method molecules of the type X Y Z are considered.
Modem theories of chemical valency are based on the principles of wave mechanics and the theories have met with success so long as it has been possible to apply these principles satisfactorily to problems of molecular structure. The difficulties and limitations of existing theories arise not so much from any intrinsic deficiency in the principles involved but rather in the intractable nature of the calculations to which they lead. I t is thus a central problem in theoretical chemistry to try to simplify wherever possible the methods of calculations and to reduce to their simplest form the wave equations which have to be solved. The object of this and the following paper is to obtain the equations which must be satisfied by the orbitals which electrons occupy in molecules and to try to transform them by the use of the symmetry properties of molecules to a more convenient form.
There are at present two main methods of calculation. One of them, called the electron pair method, is essentially; a generalization of the calculation used by Heitler and London for the hydrogen molecule. The essential feature of this treat ment is th at when the electrons of interacting atoms are paired in spin a molecular state is obtained which is lower in energy than that of the isolated atoms. The develop ment of this method has resulted in a close understanding of the structure of a wide range of molecules and has led to a quantitative treatment, though necessarily an approximate one, of the interactions of atoms in molecules. One advantage of this method is that it is based on various 'states' of a molecule such as can be repre sented by conventional structural formulae. The results can be interpreted in terms of these basic structures and provide the chemist with a picture of a molecular state as a superposition of acceptable structural formulae. A further advantage of the method is that it permits the use of directed atomic orbitals (Pauling 1931 (Pauling , 1946 Slater 1931) and introduces the concept of directed valencies. The criterion used in pre paring an atom for interaction with other atoms is that the wave function should be as concentrated as possible in the direction of union. It is possible to combine (or hybridize) atomic wave functions such th a t a num ber of equivalent orbitals can be regarded as directed in particular directions. Thus the carbon atom can be prepared to have four equivalent orbitals in tetrahedral directions, or alternatively to have three equivalent orbitals in trigonal directions w ith a fourth orbital in a direction a t right angles to the plane of the other three.
These two characteristic features of the electron pair theory have led to its extensive use in the theory of molecular structure and to its general acceptance by chemists as a satisfying picture of the processes a t work in determining the properties of molecules.
The other main method of calculating the properties of molecules is called the molecular orbital theory. I t was first used for diatomic molecules (Lennard-Jones 1929) and later extended to ethylene and conjugated molecules (Hiickel 1930 (Hiickel ,1937 . I t has been extensively used and developed by Mulliken (1932a Mulliken ( , 19326, 1933 Mulliken ( , 1941 who has been particularly successful in interpreting the spectroscopic properties of molecules in terms of the individual orbitals to which the electrons in a molecule have to be assigned. Selection rules have been obtained in an elegant way from the sym m etry properties of the electronic orbitals.
In this method the electrons are supposed assigned to the molecule as a whole, consisting as it does of nuclei in a certain symmetrical arrangem ent relative to each other and other electrons in certain orbitals consistent w ith th a t symmetry. This method has marked advantages in dealing w ith the energy states of certain molecules, particularly conjugated molecules, for it determines the sequence of energy levels of the individual electfoiis in molecules ju st as in atoms and thus indicates the sequence of closed shells of electrons. In conformity with the Pauli exclusion principle the electrons can be assigned to the orbitals to give the state of lowest energy, or in some cases excited states, and so the energy content of the molecule can be calculated relative to any convenient standard.
Each of the two main methods of calculating the structure of molecules has its characteristic advantages and often both are used, the one to supplement the other. The calculations based on the methods are necessarily approxim ate a t present, b u t in spite of this the results obtained for molecular energies are in most cases in general agreement.
The molecular orbital method has the m erit of being more fundam ental in its approach, for it treats electrons as belonging to the whole molecule rath er than to atoms or to other localized parts of the molecule. B ut the extension of each orbital over the molecular framework is a disadvantage when it is necessary to deal with localized properties such as localized bonds. In this and the following pape£ the foundations of the orbital theory are examined and equations obtained which the molecular orbitals m ust satisfy when interchanges between orbitals are allowed. I t is shown th a t when molecules possess properties of sym m etry these equations can be transformed in such a way th a t they are satisfied by orbitals which have the property of equivalence. Such equivalent orbitals are identical as regards their distribution and differ only in their orientation; they are, in fact, directed orbitals which can be regarded as forming localized bonds. The method by which these results are obtained is based on the group theory, which is a powerful aid in dealing
The molecular orbital theory of chemical . I 3 with molecules of known symmetry. The equations satisfied by equivalent orbitals are simpler than those satisfied by molecular orbitals in th a t they involve functions of only one type and occur in sets so th a t the solution of any one implies a solution of the rest. To illustrate the method a simple example is worked out in this paper, a molecule of type XF 2 being considered, but it is hoped to deal m with equivalent orbitals in a later paper and to give the equations which such orbitals m ust satisfy. Recent advances in computing devices encourage the hope th a t eventually it may be possible to solve these equations, as has already been done for atoms, and so by an inverse transformation to derive molecular orbitals.
M o l e c u l a r o r b i t a l w a v e f u n c t i o n s
The wave equation in atomic co-ordinates for a molecule containing N electrons and having nuclei of atomic numbers Za , Z*, is (neg
and E is the energy of the electrons, the total energy being
Z a is the atomic number of a typical nucleus and rxj the distance of the j th electron from it. The wave function T* and the energy of the electrons E will, of course, depend on the nuclear configurations determined by the nuclear distances ra/?.
The molecular orbital method of approximating to the solution of the above equa tion is to suppose th a t another equation can be found of the type = (2-03)
where
and Vj is a function of theyth set of co-ordinates alone. The equation (2-03) can then be solved in terms of functions which satisfy
This is an equation in three dimensional space and its solutions ifrv \jr2, ... with energies 61, e2, ... give distributions in ordinary space which are called molecular orbitals.
The solution of the equation (2*03) then consists of products of the molecular orbital wave functions, or sums of such products and the possible energy values consist of sums of the energies ex, e2, ... of individual orbitals. W ith each molecular orbital we may associate one or other of the wave functions in the spin co-ordinates, denoted by oc(cr) and /?(cr), the co-ordinate cr denoting spin and taking the two values ± The spin functions may be taken to be orthogonal and normalized in the usual way.
The wave function of the N electron system, which satisfies (2*03), is then, including spin, of the type (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) and the energy is the sum of the energy contributions of the individual orbitals corresponding to which are assumed occupied by electrons. Since according to the exclusion principle not more than two electrons occupy each orbital, the energy is given by £ = 2 ^ (2-07) r where cr is equal to 0, 1, or 2 according to the number of electrons in the orbital of energy er. In this summation it has been supposed th a t all the orbitals have different energies, but if some of them should have coincident energies as in cases of degen eracy, then the above expression m ust be generalized accordingly, the permissible values of cr being those given above for each member of a degenerate set. There will usually be many solutions of the type (2*06) for the same energy (2*07) owing to the possibility of assigning electrons to different orbitals with the same energy.
One of the great advantages of this method is th a t the electrons are conceived as moving in potentials fields Vj which depend on the position of each electron alone, the effect of the other electrons on the one considered being assumed averaged over their appropriate distributions. The field is assumed to be similar to th a t of the nuclear framework and so is unchanged when equivalent nuclei are supposed inter changed by any symmetry operation. The powerful methods of the group theory then provide much information about the symmetry properties of the orbitals and so of the composite wave functions (2-06). These symmetry properties perm it a determination of the possible changes from one molecular state to another and so give the selection rules for the absorption and emission of light. The energies of the orbitals for fields Vjof different symmetries appropriate to a wide range of molecules have been worked out. They usually involve integrals involving vi and so cannot be determined unless the field is known, but the difficulty can often be side-stepped by regarding the integrals as parameters which can be determined from one observable property and then used to evaluate others.
A MORE GENERAL TREATMENT OF THE ORBITAL THEORY
The disadvantage of the method just outlined is th a t it does not make clear what is the relation between the equation (2*03) and the actual one (2*01) which is to be solved. A similar difficulty arose in dealing with the structure of atoms. A t first electrons were dealt with one a t a time and the method of self-consistent fields was devised and used extensively by H artree (1927, 1930, 1947) . Later an improvement was introduced by Fock (1930) who used the variation method to transform equation (2*01) involving 3
Nc o-ordinates to N equations each in three co-ordin treatm ent can be applied equally well to molecules. The method to be used in this paper is th a t given by the author (1931) in the theory of atoms containing many electrons.
I t is assumed th a t the solution of the wave equation of a molecule can be expressed in terms of functions of the co-ordinates of individual electrons (that is, without the introduction of the relative co-ordinates xof electrons). The most general way of expressing the wave functions of all the electrons is by sums of products of individual wave functions and, in particular, to get the right properties of antisymmetry in the co-ordinates (Pauli principle) by a determinant of the type (2*06). When there are many such determinants corresponding to the same total orbital energy, then it may be necessary to consider sums of these. For the ground state of a molecule, or for any state which corresponds to a set of complete electron shells, one deter minant is sufficient. I t is also possible to deal by a similar treatm ent with an electronic configuration of a molecule corresponding to a number of closed shells and a number of electrons outside these shells in different orbitals with the same spin. Such a configuration corresponds to a term of multiplicity + 1), where S is the number of outer electrons.
To cover this latter case we suppose th a t there are orbitals in the closed shells, each occupied by an electron of a and /? spin, and (q-p) outer electrons each with a spin a (or /?). We then have altogether q electrons with cc spin and p with /?. The determinant is then
We have so far made no assumptions about the s, the orbital wave functions, but it is possible to derive from the last p functions a set which are orthogonal to each other. Such a transformation will not alter O except by a numerical factor. Similar linear combinations can be made of the first p functions containing a instead of /? spin factors. Finally linear combinations of the functions so derived and the remaining {q-p) functions can be made so th at all the functions used in O are ortho gonal, either because of their spatial properties or because of their spin factors. Normalization of each of the component functions will only alter O by a numerical factor and so we may suppose this adjustment made without loss of generality.
The Euler variation equation corresponding to the wave equation (2-01) is
where indicates a variation of functions containing the ith co-ordinates wherever they appear in O.
where p (i,j) = 2 i=i and the functions < pt include an orbital factor i{r and a spin factor. There functions, the first q containing an a spin factor and the remainder a /?-spin factor. Thus $iHjp represents a determ inant in which terms such as those of (3-07) and (3-08) occur in the ith row and th e^th column, the common member being (3-09).
If the terms occurring in this determ inant are denoted by where i indicates the row and j the column, then .
for all values of i and J including the ith row and the Jth column. I t is thus possible to integrate (^H j) p over all variables except the ith and jth and the result is
where in the last equation the integration over the spin co-ordinates has been carried out and the symbol S represents a summation over those pairs of functions, \Jrm, i/rn, vi, n which have the same spin factor in<£>; those with different spin factors are orthogonal and vanish on integration. The space co-ordinates for the remaining integrals are denoted by
x, a suffix no longer being necessary. In the above equation
In a similar way it is found th a t
(3-14)
(3-15)
The molecular orbital theory of chemical The set of equations (3-20), being equivalent to the wave equation (2*01), is accurate subject to the assumption of a solution of the type (3-01).
M o l e c u l e s o f k n o w n s y m m e t r y
Trf attem pting to solve the equations (3*25) we are to remember th a t the nuclear framework will in many molecules of interest have certain properties of symmetry. This is implied in the properties of the Hamiltonian H, which is given by
H = -( l ) V * -X Z J r a, (4-01) a
where ra is the distance of a point from the nucleus of atomic charge Z a.
I f we confine the present discussion to a molecule in its normal state consisting of closed shells, equation ( and 2 ' used in (4*02) is a summation over all space orbitals, counted once only, m omitting the orbital ijrn, while is a summation over all space orbitals, counted twice, except\^n which occurs only once.
The equations (4*02) can also be w ritten in the abbreviated form
where ($) is an operator matrix, the diagonal elements being
&«n

= H + V'n(x) -E nn
and the remainder being mn Grn (x) (4-07) (ifr) denotes the array of occupied \Jf functions. I f equation (4*02) is multiplied on the left by \Jrm and integrated over the whole of space, the result given in (4*03) is obtained. E nn is clearly the energy of an electron in the orbital ^ moving in the presence of the. field of the nuclei (Hnn) and the field of the other electrons, averaged over their respective charge distributions 12 '(mn | @mn |)j with an additional contribution ^ (mn | G \ owing to the field Gmn(x), which arises from the possibility of interchange between one orbital and another. The total energy of the electrons is not obtained simply by adding the energies of the individual orbitals because the electrostatic contributions, represented by the last two terms in E nn, would be counted twice; it is given by equation (3*19).
A good approximation to the solution of the equations (4*02) for atoms has been obtained by neglecting the right-hand side of the equation and consequently also the non-diagonal m atrix elements (In \ G \ nl) which presence of Gmn(x). In justification for this step it may be observed th a t whereas all the members Gmm(x) occurring in V'n(x) are positive in all parts of space, the functions Gmn(x) are positive in some regions of space and negative in others; in fact Gmn(x) is the electrostatic potential at,any point due to a unit charge distributed over space according to W m f t na nd the latter function, when integra whole of space, vanishes because of the orthogonal property. For a similar reason Hmn the only remaining factor of ftm on the right-hand side is also neglected.
We may adopt a similar procedure for molecules and attem pt as a first approxi mation to find solutions of TT/. .
{H + Vn(x)w
ith «?n = Hnn + S ' i The methods of group theory can be applied to equation (4*05) to find the type of solution ijrn for a field H of given symmetry. I t is one of the results of this theory th a t the electron distribution of closed shells has the same symmetry as th a t of the nuclear framework. Thus all distributions ftmftm for non-degenerate orbitals have this symmetry and also 2 ft leftk when ftk belongs to a degenerate set. I t k follows th a t V'n(x) in (4*05) has the same symmetry as H for all orbitals ftm which are non-degenerate. When ftn belongs to a degenerate set, V'n(x) may not have the same symmetry properties, but in this case we may suppose the rest of the functions ZT ftkftk *n the same set so averaged to produce the right symmetry. This k procedure was necessary in many electron atoms when an electron in or orbital was being considered. We shall accordingly suppose th a t the operator in equation (4*05) has the same symmetry properties as H in all cases.
If, for example, the potential field has the symmetry C2v like a triangular molecule of the type X Y2, which has an axis of symmetry (z), a plane of symmetry through it (yz) a t right angles to the plane of the nuclei and a plane of symmetry (xz) through the nuclei, the possible types of orbital conform to the scheme in table 1. There are four types of orbital and their behaviour, when rotated through 180° about the axis of z(C2), or reflected in the xz plane (<rv), or reflected in the yz plane ( ) ,is given by the numbers in the table. All the orbitals in this example are single, and so V'n{pc) always has the symmetry of the group. 
We may thus imagine a set of solutions of equation (4*08) worked out conforming to the appropriate symmetry requirements such as are given in table 1. Such solutions of different symmetries will be orthogonal to each other and so will satisfy the conditions laid down in § 3 above. The determinantal wave function defined in equation (3-01), must be built up of orbital wave functions satisfying the right symmetry requirements as laid down by the group theory.
Once solutions of this kind have been worked out, the more accurate equations (4-02) can be solved by a process of successive approximation. Thus the appropriatê n} ftn (4-08)
functions ^rm can be substituted on the right-hand side and and evalu ated, and then the right-hand' side regarded as a perturbation of the which satisfies the left-hand side alone.
Though the functions xjrm substituted on the right-hand side may have symmetry properties which are different from ifrn, we note th a t Gmn(x) \jrm has the same symmetry as *jfn, if \Jrm belongs to a non-degenerate set. If \Jrm belongs to a set, then 2 m Gmn(x) ijrm summed over the members of the set has the same symmetry as ijrn. Further, if i/rm and ijrn have different symmetry properties, then E mn vanishes. Hence the right-hand side of (4*02) has the same symmetry,as ijrn and only those numbers E mn remain for which m and n have the same symmetry.
Thus a set of functions may be derived which solve the equations (4*02) in the sense th a t they give self-consistency and each function has the same symmetry properties as the approximate solution derived from (4*08). Each of the orbitals so determined will have an energy E nn = &nn+ ^ (*» | and the total energy of the system will be given by equation (3*19).
. D i r e c t e d o r b i t a l s
The functions determined by the above method give distributions which extend throughout the nuclear framework and are thus molecular orbitals in the sense in which th a t term is widely used. For spectroscopic purposes molecular orbitals have advaiitages in th a t the energy levels of the individual electrons may be supposed known so th a t electron transitions to other excited states may be understood and described, while the selection rules may be easily deduced from the symmetry pro perties of the orbitals. From the point of view of valency the method has dis advantages in th a t the chemist is accustomed to think of electrons in chemical bonds as localized. Also the bonds are known from experiment to be orientated in definite directions. This feature has been well reproduced by the method of Pauling (1931) and by Slater (1931) of taking linear combinations of atomic orbitals and obtaining orbitals with directional properties. Thus an s and three p orbitals can be combined to give an orthogonal set of four equivalent orbitals directed towards the vertices of a regular tetrahedron (cf. Hultgren 1932; Kimball 1940 for further examples). An illuminating discussion of the particular case of the methane molecule has been given by Van Vleck (1933) , assuming th a t molecular orbitals can be expressed as linear sums of atomic orbitals. The treatm ent has recently been taken further in an interesting way for this and other molecules by Coulson (1949) . I t would be an advantage if directed orbitals could be obtained in terms of molecular orbitals and shown to be p art of the same logical scheme. I t is the object of this and the following paper to deal with this problem.
We consider in the first place a simple example of a molecule such as X Y 2 of C2v symmetry and inquire whether two equivalent orbitals can be derived, each associ ated with a I 7 bond. Let the two orbitals be denoted by Xi and %2. Then under the operations of the group, as given in table 1, we find th a t X\ and y2 change as in table 2. The molecular orbital theory of chemical valency. I   T a b l e 2 . T h e b e h a v i o u r o f e q u i v a l e n t o r b i t a l s 
IN A FIELD OF SYMMETRY
The character scheme of the set Xi> Xi is given in the by comparison with table 1 th a t the set m ust be made up of orbitals of types and J3X . We suppose therefore, th a t there are two molecular orbitals, which we label as \Jrx and \{r2, one being of symmetry A x and the other of B x. For simplicity w consider these orbitals alone apart from any others which may be occupied in the molecule, and suppose th a t each contains two electrons, one of a-spin and the other of /?-spin. The equations satisfied by \Jrx and are obtained from (4*02), viz.
V'x(x) being the electrostatic field on an electron in orbital \Jrx and similarly for V2 (x) . E x and E 2 are here w ritten for E xx and E 22. Now yx and x% are to be linear sums of \Jrx and ijr2 and are to be orthogon and \Jr2 are also supposed normalized, then Xx and satisfy these conditions and are also normalized, if 
and e12 is the energy term derived from (4*03) using the x functions. Thus
where hX2 is the matrix element of H with respect to the x functions and (kX \g\yv) similarly means an integral of (l/r12) over the appropriate x functions. The equations (5*01) for the \Jr functions are similar in form to those above, except th a t E X 2 vanishes because the two \\r functions have different symmetry properties. On the other hand we find th a t The equations for the %'s therefore become
The same result can, of course, be obtained by a direct transformation of the equations (5*01), using the relations 
5-13)
The interesting feature of equations (5-12) is th a t they are identical excppt for notation. %2 is similar to %x for it is its mirror image in the yz plane of symmetry of the molecule. I t is to be noted also th a t the function g12(x) involves the product of Xi and %2 in the integrand, and when there is little overlap, it will be small. I f further the orbitals and \Jr2 have nearly the same energies, (E so th a t the whole of the right-hand side of (5-1*2) will be small. Hence to a first approximation we may write {H + v'1{ x ) -E ) x 1 = 0 (5* 14)
and the problem is reduced to finding a localized orbital (doubly occupied) in one bond only X T of the molecule X Y2 subject to the electrostatic effect of the other Y nucleus and a similar distribution in the other X Y bond. Since the latter bond will partly screen the other Y nucleus, the effect of the second bond m ay perhaps be represented by a simple electrostatic distribution such as a dipole. The localized orbital determined by (5-14) may thus be regarded as a molecular orbital embracing two nuclei and perturbed by the presence of a similar orbital in the second bond. In order th a t the % directed orbitals may differ appreciably from the tfr molecular orbitals, it is necessary th a t ijrx and rjr2 should overlap to a substantial amount. If, for example, \Jrx and \Jr2 were states which had energies differing widely from each other, then the nodal surfaces of one would be more concentrated near the nuclei than the other. In the outer parts of the molecule there would be little difference between Xi an<A %2-The terms g12{x) and \{ E X -E 2) occurring on the right-hand side of equation (5* 12).would then both be large and the approximation equation (5*14) would no longer be valid. Hence we see th a t the condition for directed orbitals is th a t the energy difference (Ex -E 2) between molecular orbitals m ust be small.
To obtain directed orbitals from molecular orbitals all th a t has been done is to apply certain mathematical transformations; the molecule remains exactly as before. The molecule can thus be described equally well by molecular orbitals or by directed orbitals. From the wave theory point of view either is equally valid. I t is rather a question of w hat particular property of the molecule we are interested in. I f it is the energy levels and the differences in energy due to excitation, then the molecular orbital method gives the answer. We are not then concerned so much with the location of the electrons and they may be dispersed throughout the molecule. B ut when it is a question of the electron distribution in bonds, then a superposition of orbitals to give directed properties becomes appropriate. The energy of individual electrons is then of less importance and a knowledge of distribution implies less precise information about energy. B ut if an electron is excited, it is not possible to say from which (directed) bond it came. I t may have come from any one of a set of equivalent bonds which is another way of saying th a t it has been excited from a molecular orbital.
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